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Abstract. A method is assessed which expands aerosol vertical profiles inferred from nadir-pointing lidars to cross-track
locations next to nadir columns. This is achieved via matching of passive radiances at off-nadir locations with their counterparts
that are collocated with lidar data. This spectral radiance matching (SRM) method is tested using profiles inferred from
CALIPSO lidar observations and collocated MODIS passive imagery for the periods 10-25 April and 14-29 September 2015.
CALIPSO profiles are expanded out to 100 km on both sides of the daytime ground-track. Reliability of constructed profiles
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that are removed from the ground-track by N km are tested by requiring the algorithm to reconstruct profiles using only profiles
that are removed from it along-track by more than N km. When sufficient numbers of pixels/columns are available, the SRM
method can correctly match ~75% and ~68% of aerosol vertical structure at distances of 30 km and 100 km from the groundtrack, respectively. The construction algorithm is applied to the east coast of Asia during spring 2015. Vertical distributions of
different aerosol subtypes indicate that the region was dominated by dust and polluted dust transported from the continent. It

20

is shown that aerosol optical depths inferred from ground-based measurements agree with those constructed by the SRM
method better than direct observation from CALIPSO, and close to those inferred from MODIS radiances.

1 Introduction
Aerosol vertical structure (AVS) plays an important role in Earth’s climate system. Aerosols affect changes in radiative fluxes
by scattering and absorbing solar radiation, as well as modifying cloud physical properties (IPCC, 2013). Studies of Saharan
25

dust transport (Guerrero-Rascado et al., 2008) and Pacific air-pollutant transport (Xu et al., 2019) indicate that AVS is a key
parameter needed to evaluate the production, transport, and removal of aerosols. Considering the effect of external and internal
mixing of aerosols during this process, understanding AVS also helps improve descriptions of optical properties of aerosols.
Similarly, the presence of aerosols induces diverse cloud responses by acting as condensation and ice nuclei [Breon et al.,
2002; Textor et al., 2006]. Therefore, detailed information of AVS is necessary to understand the vertical structure of clouds

30

and precipitation (Guo et al., 2018).
1
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The current understanding of AVS is limited by the amount of observations made across the globe. Traditional techniques
rely on airborne campaigns to collect aerosols using filters on in-situ instruments (Moosmuller et al., 2009). Recently, however,
the amount of relevant information has been boosted by the advent of satellite-based remote sensing. The passive sensor
MODerate resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS), on-board the Terra and Aqua satellites since 1999 and 2003,
5

respectively, has provided global measurements almost daily (Platnick et al., 2003). MODIS data are used routinely to infer
aerosol optical depth (AOD). Such inferences, however, lack information pertaining to AVS. The inability to separate aerosols
layers leads to difficulties in interpreting aerosol transport as high near-surface concentrations can overpower thinner layers
transported aloft. In addition, MODIS is not well-suited to distinguish aerosol type, thereby making it difficult to study aerosol
variations in time, space, and combinations of emission sources.

10

The Cloud–Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite Observations (CALIPSO) satellite, launched in 2006, provides
greater insight into AVS (Winker et al., 2009). CALIPSO’s active sensor, the Cloud–Aerosol Lidar with Orthogonal
Polarization (CALIOP), has the ability to resolve vertical structures of optically thin clouds and aerosols at the global scale.
Yet, with its narrow nadir-viewing geometry, CALIPSO repeatedly samples only 0.2% of Earth every 16 days (Kahn et al.,
2008). This low frequency and small coverage makes it difficult to study regional AVS with CALIPSO products.
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Collocation of passive and active sensors can, however, provide synergistic insights. The A-Train constellation, which
includes Aqua and CALIPSO, has made many breakthroughs. Satellites of the A-train constellation are in a 705-km sunsynchronous polar orbit, with an equator-crossing time of about 1330h local solar time, and are in close proximity to one
another. The success of the A-Train has led to plans to launch other active–passive satellites, such as the Earth, Clouds,
Aerosols and Radiation Explorer (EarthCARE) Mission (Illingworth et al., 2015). China has its own plan to launch a multi-
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functional observation satellite equipped with a High Spectral Resolution Lidar (HSRL), a Mie-Lidar, and a wide-swath cloud
and aerosol imaging spectrometer targeting, amongst other things, AVS. Recognizing the limitations of using either passive
sensors or active instruments, ideas for combining active-passive observations, both ground-based and space-borne, have been
advanced and tested (Barker et al., 2011;Miller et al., 2014;Forsythe et al., 2000;Hutchison et al., 2006;Sun et al., 2016).
In the current study, global three-dimensional (3D) distributions of AVS are constructed utilizing CALIPSO and MODIS
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(Aqua) observations. 3D aerosol structure is constructed by selecting and substituting potential donors (pixels from CALIPSO
profiles) to off-nadir recipient pixels within MODIS’s swath based on similarity of their multi-spectral radiances. It is proposed
that expansion of CALIPSO’s aerosol vertical profile into the cross-track direction can fill gaps between CALIPSO tracks,
thereby allowing near-global estimation of AVS.
Construction of AVS follows the method of scene construction proposed by Barker et al. (2011) for the EarthCARE
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mission. In essence, if a donor and a recipient pixel have sufficiently similar radiances, their vertical structures and column
properties of clouds and aerosols are also assumed to be similar, implying that the donor’s properties can be assigned to the
recipient. This method, referred to here as spectral radiance matching (SRM), has been tested with respect to clouds. Barker
et al. (2011) constructed 3D distributions of clouds and computed broadband radiative fluxes using 1D and 3D radiative transfer
models. Results for ~100 km2 domains showed good consistency when compared to measurements from Clouds and the Earth’s
2
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Radiant Energy System (CERES) (Loeb et al., 2005;Loeb et al., 2007). The quality of active-passive retrievals was further
analysed by Barker et al. (2014).
The objective of this study is to construct and analyze global 3D AVS with two 16-day repeat cycles of A-Train data from
10-25 April and 14-29 September 2015. AVS distributions from two seasons are compared to MODIS and CALIPSO quantities.
5

This gives an indication of how use of MODIS-only or CALIPSO-only data might be affected by gaps in observations. To test
the reliability of the constructed AVS, profiles along-track are reconstructed based on the same algorithm used for construction.
The matching rate between reconstructed and measured profiles provide an approximation of the success of SRM method for
aerosols.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a brief background on the datasets used here. Section 3 reviews
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the SRM method, including construction and reconstruction algorithms. Section 4 assesses global construction results for two
16-day repeat cycles. The last subsection presents a case study of 3-month observations along the east coast of Asia. AOD and
occurrence frequency of aerosol subtypes are analysed. Section 5 provides a summary as well as commentary on limitations
of the scene construction algorithm for aerosols and scope for future applications.

2 Data
15

The SRM method for atmosphere scene construction is based on cloud and aerosol properties synergistically retrieved from
active and passive sensors. In this study, we use data from CALIPSO and Aqua satellites, which make observations close in
space and time (Savtchenko et al., 2007). Before CALIPSO exited the A-Train on September 13, 2018, it was flying about 73
seconds behind Aqua with its MODIS. Due to sun-glint, CALIPSO was positioned 215 km to the anti-solar side of Aqua’s
ground-track at the ascending node (vice-versa on the descending node), but the wide swaths of MODIS guarantee constant
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collocation. Hereinafter, unless stated otherwise, “ground-track” refers to CALIPSO’s.
2.1 CALIPSO product and MODIS product
CALIPSO carries the three-channel elastic backscattering Cloud–Aerosol Lidar with Orthogonal Polarization (CALIOP)
with passive infrared and visible imagers (Winker et al., 2002). CALIOP observes the vertical and horizontal distribution of
cloud and aerosol layers, which are reported in the Level 2 vertical feature mask (VFM) product (Vaughan et al., 2009). VFM

25

products are recorded in nominal increments of 15 consecutive laser pulses, which is equivalent to a distance of 5 km alongtrack. Vertical resolution of the VFM product varies from 30 to 300 m (Hunt et al., 2009;Winker et al., 2010), and it is stored
as a sequence of feature classification flags with 5515 element arrays (i.e., as an N x 5515 matrix, where N is the number of
pixels recorded in the file). Each array is identified as either: clear air (1), cloud (2), tropospheric aerosol (3), stratospheric
aerosol (4), surface (5), subsurface (6), no signal (7) or invalid (0 stands for bad or missing data). In this study, the VFM

30

product was treated as the “true” indicator of atmosphere structure. This means that uncertainties in the product propagate to
analyses of results derived from it. To minimize this impact, only arrays identified with high confidence - cloud-aerosol
3
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discrimination (CAD) scores larger than 70 - were used. In addition, attention was paid to extinction quality assurance (QA)
flags. For most constructed scenes, only aerosols layers with a QA flag of 0 and 1 were included. This helped avoid large
errors that can stem from the nonlinear behaviour of the AOD retrieval (Huang et al., 2015a).
The MODIS passive sensor has 36 channels spanning visible to thermal wavelengths. MODIS Level 1 products contain
5

calibrated radiances at 1 km resolution (MYD021KM) and are used to infer several key properties of clouds and aerosols
(Kaufman et al., 2002;Minnis et al., 2008). Pixel locations and ancillary information (MYD03) are used by the algorithm
discussed in the next section. Because MODIS retrieval errors increase with solar and viewing zenith angles (Kato and Marshak,
2009), analyses were restricted to between latitudes 60°N and 60°S.
MODIS’s wide swath (2330 km cross-track) ensures collocated observations with CALIPSO. Their narrow collocation
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track is referred to as the active–passive retrieved cross-section (RXS) (cf. Barker et al. 2011). In the following sections, the
actual RXS is referred as “RXS-nadir”, while the RXS as expanded by the SRM method, up to 100 km on both sides of the
RXS-nadir, is referred to as “RXS-expand”.
As CALIPSO products are provided at 5 km resolution, and MODIS products at 1 km, they were merged using a grid
formed by latitude and longitude of the first and the last laser shot with cross-track width doubled to ensure the grid is larger

15

than 1 km. Radiances, solar zenith angle, and solar azimuth angle geolocated within each grid were averaged. In terms of
surface type, if one grid contains both land and sea flag from MODIS, it was redefined as a mixed surface type. The same grid
size was applied to the RXS-extend.

3 Method
3.1 Spectral radiance matching (SRM) method
20

Barker et al. (2011) proposed a scene construction algorithm to extend cloud-aerosol profiles in the RXS-nadir to nearby offnadir positions. They also provided a reconstruction algorithm to assess the construction algorithm’s performance. The
construction algorithm is based on matching spectral radiances of nadir pixels with those of off-nadir pixels, while the
reconstruction algorithm mimicks the process by setting a dead zone around RXS pixels and filling them with other RXS pixels
that reside outside the dead zone. The method is reiterated briefly here for the convenience of readers.

25

To match and substitute the most suitable donor at location (m,0) on the RXS for each off-nadir recipient at location (i,j)
in the passive swath j∈[−J,−1] ∪[1,J], the SRM method computes a cost function F(i,j;m) during daytime as
F(i, j; m) = ∑𝐾
𝐾=1(

𝑟𝑘 (𝑖,𝑗)−𝑟𝑘 (𝑚2 ,0) 2
)
𝑟𝑘 (𝑖,𝑗)

(1)

where rk is MODIS radiance for the kth band, m∈[i−m1∪i+m2] is the range of potential donors along the RXS. Potential donors
also need to satisfy: 1) the same underlying surface type as the recipient; 2) similar solar zenith and solar azimuth angles as at
30

the recipient; 3) |CAD| ≥70. See Barker et al. (2011) for details explaining each condition. For this study, K = 4 was used
(0.62–0.67, 2.105–2.155, 8.4–8.7, and 11.77–12.27μm).
4
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To ensure the number of potential donors for far off-nadir recipients, search range was adopted from Sun et al. (2016)
and defined as
𝑚1 = 𝑚2 = {

200; … … … … 𝐷𝑚 ≤ 30
200 + 𝐷𝑚 ; … 𝐷𝑚 > 30

(2)

where Dm is the shortest distance between recipient and RXS. F(i,j;m) is then ordered from smallest to largest, and the
5

Euclidean distance between a potential donor at (m,0) and the recipient at (i,j) is calculated as
D(i, j; m) = ∆𝐿√(𝑖 − 𝑚)2 + 𝑗 2

(3)

where ΔL is horizontal resolution (1 km) of MODIS radiance measurements. The most suitable donor is found by solving
arg 𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑚 ∈ [1, (𝑚1 + 𝑚2 + 1)𝑓]
∗

{𝐷(𝑖, 𝑗; 𝑚∗ )}; 𝑓 ∈ (0,1)

(4)

which means, the selected donor (m∗,0) is closest to the recipient and has sufficiently similar radiances. f = 0.15 was used here
10

rather than 0.03 as in Barker et al. (2011),. This is because CALIPSO aerosol products have lower resolution (5 km) than cloud
products (1 km).
The reconstruction algorithm, on the other hand, is designed to evaluate the performance of construction algorithm, since
the reconstructed results along the RXS can be compared to the actual observations. A dead zone centred at the recipient (i,0)
is set by defining the selection range for potential donors as [i−m1, i−n]∪[i+n, i+m2]. By barring selections of potential donors

15

from the nearest ±n pixels, the reconstruction process is forced to resemble the filling of an off-nadir recipient removed from
the RXS by n pixels. The results of reconstruction thus gives an approximate indication of how well the SRM method can be
expected to perform.
3.2 Theoretical best matching (TBM) method
Differences between reconstructed profiles and CALIPSO observations can have two main causes: 1) the SRM method

20

does not select the best matching donor from the potential donors; and 2) the profiles for the actual best matching donor and
the recipient differ. To analyse the contribution of these two causes, a theoretical best matching (TBM) method was devised
to purposely select the most suitable donor from the potentials. In theory, the result from TBM method is the best that can be
expected from the SRM method as defined. If for every column along the ground-track, there exists an identical column within
range but outside the dead zone, the TBM method would reconstruct the original profiles perfectly. Therefore, differences

25

between the TBM method’s reconstructed profiles and original profiles indicate the influence of the second cause. Differences
between reconstructed profiles from the TBM method and constructed profiles from the SRM method, on the other hand,
indicate the influence of the first cause.
The TBM method of reconstruction is calculated by comparing CALIPSO’s VFM for each potential donor (constrained
by dead zone) to that of the recipient. The comparison between reconstructed results and a VFM is categorized as shown in

30

Table.1. Results of each array are classified as either ‘agree’ or ‘disagree’ for clear (1), cloud (2), or aerosol (3 = tropospheric,
4 = stratospheric). Recipient arrays that are identified as ‘no signal’ are (7) and ‘invalid’ (0), and are not counted when
5
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comparing with possible donors as the actual scenes at these elements are unknown. Recipient arrays that are identified as
surface (5) or subsurface (6) are also not counted as matches of these two feature types are considered less important. On the
other hand, arrays classified as no signal, invalid, surface, or subsurface for potential donors are counted as ‘disagree’ when
comparing to the recipient. Hence, a matching rate can be calculated as
𝑀𝑅 = (Agreecr + Agreecd + Agreeae ) / N

5

(5)

where N is the total number of VFM arrays measured along the ground track that are identified as clear air, clouds or aerosols.
The potential donor with largest MR is selected as the donor for the TBM method.

4 Results and Discussion
Results are presented in three subsections. The first two diagnose the construction algorithm while the third employees it
10

specifically to the east coast of Asia.
4.1 Expansion of active–passive retrieved cross-section (RXS)
This section presents results of constructed and reconstructed aerosol properties using two full CALIPSO 16-day repeat
cycles in 2015, and a comparison of TBM results against original observations. From 10 - 24 April and 14 - 29 September,
CALIPSO functioned normally except during a boresight diagnostic and alignment on 18 September, loosing about half of
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that day’s data. Because MODIS retrievals of aerosol properties depend mainly on visible wavelengths, only daytime
observations were used in this study.
Table.2 summarizes frequencies of occurrences of atmosphere conditions. The majority of conditions were identified as
clear. Above 8.2 km clear arrays occur over 90% of the time. Aerosols and clouds occurred below 8.2 km, in about 7% and 5%
of the cells, respectively. Note that arrays identified as ‘no signal’ represent 16 – 18% of cells in this layer; CALIPSO’s signal

20

can be totally attenuated beneath opaque clouds and certain aerosols. After removing elements identified as ‘no signal’, surface,
and sub-surface, aerosols and clouds occupied 4.43 – 4.52% and 5.35 – 6.15% of the cells; clear-skies account for the remainder.
The RXS is expanded to 100km on both sides of it by constructing profiles along 40 parallel tracks every 5 km. Figure.1
shows an example of a CALIPSO track passing the African coast on 23 April 2015 between 5°S and 15°N. For better
visualization, only 4 extended tracks are shown on both sides of the CALIPSO track, each separated by 25 km. The clear arrays

25

on the extended tracks are made transparent.
Height-resolved global AOD maps (averaged for a 2°×2°lat/long grid) based on the two selected periods are shown in
Fig.2. In the near-surface layer, 2 km above ground level (AGL), in April, relatively high aerosol loadings are found in the
cross-Atlantic African dust transport, Saudi Arabia, and India. In September, dust dynamics are much weaker but much
biomass burning is apparent in the Brazilian Amazon and Southern Africa. This trend of dust and smoke is more obvious in

30

the layer 2-4 km AGL. In addition, persistent high aerosol loadings are found in India and the east coast of China with mixed
sources of natural aerosols and pollutants. Marine aerosols are confined largely to the near-surface layer, with some vertical
6
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transport in Southeast Asia in September due to the Asian monsoon. The observed pattern is mostly consistent with other
studies in terms of global distribution and seasonal variations (Martins et al., 2018;Liu et al., 2012;Chen et al., 2018).
In comparison, globally-averaged AOD from RXS-expand is 0.0027 larger than observations made by CALIPSO in April,
and 0.0028 larger in September. Both positive and negative differences in regions with high aerosol loadings, but none of the
5

regions exhibit consistent high or low biases. Therefore, these insignificant differences are likely caused by random error in
the algorithm in conjunction with CALIPSO’s unbiased sampling, and suggest that aerosol distributions constructed using
SRM method do not change the global aerosol mass as inferred directly from CALIPSO data.
4.2 Reconstruction of RXS-nadir
To evaluate the reliability of its result, RXS cross-sections were reconstructed for dead zones set to 30km and 100km,

10

which should give an approximate evaluation of the chances of successfully constructing scenes nearby and well removed
from the RXS. Detailed analysis of matching rate between reconstructed RXS and RXS-nadir is summarized in Table.3.
During each 16-day cycle, there were about 600,000 CALIPSO observations made in the selection range. With dead zone
set to 30km, about 95% of them, as recipients, are matched up with selected donors. The remaining 5% are not matched because
no suitable donors are found in the range with conditions described in Section.3. This ratio increases with the distance of dead
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zone, because the number of potential donors meets the requirement of surface type and solar angles decreases with increasing
distance between donor and recipient. When dead zone is set to 100km, only about 71% of recipients are matched with a donor.
The following analysis focuses on the portion of recipients matched up with donors, unless mentioned otherwise.
Overall, at 30km, the reconstruction based on SRM method correctly matches 92.04% of air column in April, and 92.55%
in September. At 100km, SRM method correctly matches 88.57% of air column in April, and 89.68% in September. To

20

investigate the reasons behind imperfect reconstruction, the correctly reconstructed arrays and incorrectly reconstructed arrays
are analysed separately (see Table.3).
The same analysis is also performed with the TBM reconstruction in which 96.87% of air column is correctly
reconstructed in April, and 92.55% in September at 30km. At 100km, 93.95% of air column is correctly reconstructed in April,
and 94.76% in September. As discussed in Section 3.2, the difference between TBM reconstruction and perfect reconstruction

25

(i.e. 100% correct reconstruction of nadir profiles) indicates the errors caused by selection from limited numbers of donors.
On the other hand, differences between TBM reconstruction and SRM reconstruction indicate that the SRM method still
needs improvement. In comparison, over 50% of the mismatches by TBM reconstruction come from clear arrays; higher than
that from SRM reconstruction. The fraction of no signal (5-9%) in the mismatch of TBM reconstruction is much lower than
that of SRM reconstruction. This is resulted partly from the procedure of TBM method which tends to choose donors with less

30

arrays of no signal. The fractions of mismatch of clouds and aerosols are not significantly different between the methods.
Since the analysis of the entire air column is easily overwhelmed by clear arrays, the matching rate with respect to aerosols
is calculated. The ratio is obtained as the number of correctly reconstructed aerosol arrays divided by total number of aerosol
arrays in the original profile (both correctly and incorrectly matched in reconstructed profile), and other arrays mismatch as
7
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aerosols in reconstructed profile. Global results combined for April and September are shown in Fig.3. The empty zones were
caused by missing data due to CALIPSO nadir observations, and lack of information over special topography.
The average matching rate with respect to aerosols across the globe is 68.18% at 30km, and 62.33% at 100km. The
matching rate is higher over land than over ocean, possibly because there are more aerosols over land. The matching rate also
5

shows a general trend with latitude. At 30km, the average matching rate is 73.78% between 14°-24°N, 71.79% between 14°24°S, and 66.92% between 4°N - 4°S. At 100km, the average matching rate is 67.43% between 14°-24°N, 66.18% between
14°-24°S, and 59.91% between 4°N - 4°S. This is linked to the persistent high cloud fraction in the Intertropical Convergence
Zone: as clouds attenuate CALIPSO’s signal, the ratio of mismatching in the reconstruction increases.
In addition, the matching rate is strongly affected by the number of observed pixels (containing aerosols) in the grid,

10

especially at high latitudes. Figure.4 contains a box plot analysis which indicates that sample variance is high for grids lacking
sufficient data points (Fig.4). The boxes are separated by the number of pixels in 1°x1°grid. Boundaries of each box represent
the 25th and 75th percentiles of the sample data in the grid, the central red line marks medians, the length of whiskers
corresponds to approximately +/–2.7σ and 99.3 percent coverage assuming the data are distributed normally. At both distances,
the matching rate of aerosol increases steadily while the span of data decreases with the number of pixels in the grid. For grids

15

with more than 20 pixels over the two CALIPSO cycle, the average matching rate of aerosol is 75.32% at 30km, and 68.52%
at 100km. In reality, this could be explained by the fact that in regions where aerosols occur more frequently (thus have more
pixels observed), suitable donors are easier to find.
4.3 Case study
With the complete datasets of CALIPOP profiles, MODIS radiances and geolocation fields, construction based on the SRM

20

method can be applied worldwide. It is applied here to aerosols along the east coast of Asia (117°E–132°E, 26°–41°N) for a
3-month period (MAM) in 2015. SRM method’s AOD estimates are compared to AErosol RObotic NETwork (AERONET)
values inferred from ground-based sun-photometers on a day-by-day basis.
The east coast of Asia represents one of the most complicated aerosol regions as it includes transported natural dust,
anthropogenic dust, black carbon (BC) and organic carbon (OC) from biomass burning, as well as mixtures of BC, OC and

25

sulfates from urban pollution (Logan et al., 2013; Huang et al., 2015b). Analysis of multiple AERONET sites in East Asia
during the 2001-2010 period showed that the area is dominated by mineral dust during spring months, likely transported from
the Gobi and Taklamakan Deserts (Eck et al., 2005;Huang et al., 2008;Logan et al., 2013). The dominance of these outflowing
aerosols continues to be observed as far away as Japan (Ikeda et al., 2014;Uchino et al., 2017).
Figure.5 shows seasonal distributions of AOD in the area. Data are binned in a 0.25°x0.25°lat/long grid. A couple

30

locations with seasonal-mean AOD > 0.5 occur on the main land of China, surrounding Bohai Sea, and the Sea of Japan. Large
AOD across the Bohai Sea and near the island of Japan indicate mass-transportation of aerosols during this season. A region
of small AOD (< 0.1) exists to the east of Shanghai, which might be caused by frequent failures of satellite retrievals at the
Yangtze River Delta and the Yellow Sea due to turbidity of local water. Regional distribution based on MODIS AOD products
8
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shows certain similarity, but is higher in general. Note that the extreme high values (AOD > 1) over the Yellow Sea and inside
Bohai Bay (i.e., the same area where RXS-expand shows small AOD values), result from few measurements; 10 times less
than other cells. The small sample sizes from both CALIPSO and MODIS suggest the large difference here is due to difficult
to handle local surface conditions.
5

To better analyse the source of aerosols, the area was divided into three regions along two CALIPSO ground-tracks
(Fig.5). Region A mainly includes land inside China. Region B includes inshore coastal waters between China and the Korean
peninsula, as well as part of the East China and Yellow Seas. It also includes the most populated area of South Korea. Region
C includes the remaining area of the Korean peninsula, Kyushu island of Japan, and surrounding waters.
Vertical distributions of aerosol subtypes for these regions are shown in Fig.6. In Region A, the average extinction profile

10

indicates aerosol layers between 1-2km, near 3.7km, and above 5km. The two lower layers are dominated by polluted dust,
while the upper one is mainly clean dust. Occurrence of polluted continental aerosols and polluted dust suggests local aerosol
production. The increase of smoke near 2.8km suggests some transportation of biomass burning aerosols, possibly due to
spring agricultural practices and indoor heating. Average extinction profile for Region B is smaller than that for Region A.
These aerosols are dominated by polluted dust below 2km, and clean dust above. The distribution of polluted dust and dust

15

could be explained as transported from Region A with decrease in altitude. There might be some transport of polluted
continental aerosols or dusty marine aerosols, but no transport of smoke is observed. In Region C, average extinction profile
shows few aerosols above 2km except a thin layer at 5.5km. Near surface layer is composed of dust, dusty marine, clean marine,
and polluted continental aerosols. The fraction of clean marine is highest among the three regions, possibly due to large ocean
area and major harbours in Busan and Kyushu. The upper layer of dust and polluted dust is questionable at first glance. Detailed

20

analysis showed that the regional AOD, especially large values near Japan, is caused by high values on April 17, 2015. Two
days before, in the afternoon of April 15, 2015, China recorded the most severe dust storm since 2002 across Beijing, known
as the “4.15 Dust Storm”. Large values of AOD near Japan might be due to the influence of this major aerosol transport event,
while the middle layer might be missed due to limited viewing by CALIPSO. In fact, a small region of relatively high AOD
near Japan is also shown in Fig.5 for MODIS.

25

In the three-month period, five AERONET sites in the selected region recorded 20 comparable measurements between
RXS-expand and AERONET, with CALIPSO ground-track passing within 100km of AERONET sites (see Fig.7). AERONET
AOD at 500nm were constrained to ± 2 hour of CALIPSO’s passing. The RXS-expand AOD at 532nm is averaged using 10
pixels closest to each AERONET site. Comparisons were made between RXS-expand AOD and AERONET AOD, as well as
RXS-nadir AOD and AERONET AOD. Among these collocated measurements, 17 measurements (85%) show better

30

agreements between AERONET and RXS-expand values of AOD. One outlier (grey circle) was found for Baengnyeong on
May 21st. Measurements from Baengnyeong have larger span than the other sites in general, which might be explained by
strong sea winds across the Bohai Sea which often change direction and speed and may lead to large variations in aerosol
transport. Removing the outlier, the correlation between RXS-expand AOD and AERONET AOD is R = 0.88, whereas for
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RXS-nadir AOD and AERONET AOD it is R = 0.80. Still, however, both are less than R = 0.95 between MODIS AOD and
AERONET AOD.

5 Summary
Three-dimensional aerosol structure is constructed across the globe using vertical profiles from CALIPSO and MODIS
5

radiances. Based on matching and substituting nadir pixels (donors) into off-nadir pixels (recipients) with similar radiances,
the atmosphere’s vertical structure is expanded up to 100km on both sides of the ground-track. The construction results fill
gaps between CALIPSO ground-tracks and increase the frequency of observations for some areas by as much as once in 8
days as opposed to CALIPSO’s 16 days. Consequently, the construction algorithm approximates aerosol vertical structure at
locations never measured by CALIPSO; this has the potential to alter our understanding of regional distributions of aerosols.

10

Increasing the number of observations can also help reduce the CALIPSO-centric selection bias by allowing for study of
aerosols over short time periods and small regions.
Reconstruction of nadir profiles verifies the overall performance of using SRM method to construct 3D cloud-aerosol
structure as a function of distance from ground-track. By mimicking off-nadir distance with a dead zone along ground-track
profiles, reconstruction of nadir profiles show that at 30 km from the RXS the SRM method correctly matches 92% of cells in

15

April and September 2015. At 100 km, these rates drop to ~89%. Comparison to TBM reconstruction suggests that the limited
number of columns available from the active sensor is responsible for ~3% of mismatches at 30 km and ~6.% at 100 km.
Differences between profiles reconstructed using SRM and TBM methods come mostly from profiles whose lidar signals are
totally attenuated. Otherwise, the fraction of mismatching of aerosols or clouds is similar. With sufficient number of
observations, the average matching rate of aerosol could reach 75% at 30 km, and 68% at 100 km.

20

The construction algorithm was applied to the east coast of Asia where heavy aerosol loadings are frequent. The expansion
of RXS successfully provided regional distributions of aerosols in spring 2015. Analysis of vertical distributions of each
aerosol subtype showed that regional west-east transportation was dominated by dust and polluted dust. Comparison of column
AOD against ground-based AERONET values shows better agreement with expanded RXS relative to CALIPSO observations.
The correlation increases from R = 0.80 to R = 0.88.

25

The construction of 3D aerosol structure based on SRM method appears as though it could be a power tool to analyse
global and regional aerosol properties. Though the matching rate is well off perfect, improvements to the algorithm seem likely.
Since lacking of more suitable pixels is responsible for about half of the mismatching results, we are looking forward to
launching more satellites with active and passive sensors, and possibly combining data from multiple satellite systems.

30
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Table 1. Contingency tables for the comparison of the reconstructed profile using SRM method to CALIPSO VFM
product.
Agree

Recipient

Donor

Disagree

Recipient

Donor

Agreecr

1

1

Disagreecr-cd

1

2

Disagreecr-ae

1

3 or 4

Disagreecd-cr

2

1

Disagreecd-ae

2

3 or 4

Agreecd

2

2

Agreeae

3

3

Disagreeae-cr

3 or 4

1

Agreeae

4

4

Disagreear-cd

3 or 4

2

Disagreesuf

1-4

5 or 6

Disagreenosig

1-4

7

The bits are interpreted as clear air (1), cloud (2), tropospheric aerosol (3), stratospheric aerosol (4), surface (5), subsurface
(6), or no signal (7).
5
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Table 2. Summary of Atmosphere condition from 10 to 24 April, and from 14 to 29 September 2015
Aerosol (st)

Aerosol(tr)

Clear

Cloud

No signal

Surf/Subsurf

20.2km –30.1km

0.14%

–

99.84 – 99.85%

0.01 – 0.02%

–

–

8.2km –20.2km

0.038%

0.24 – 0.28%

91.87 – 93.71%

4.77 – 6.41%

1.24 – 1.31%

–

-0.5km –8.2km

–

7.08 – 7.12%

63.42 – 65.32%

5.48 – 5.68%

16.48 – 18.13%

5.64%
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Table 3. Summary of comparison between observed nadir profiles and reconstruct nadir profiles.
Dead Zone 30km
Match

Clear

Cloud

Aerosol

Mismatch

Clear

Cloud

Aerosol

No Sig

Surf

522200

480846

24057

17297

45160

14920

11665

6688

11197

689

100%

92.08%

4.61%

3.31%

100%

33.04%

25.83%

14.81%

24.79%

1.53%

549580

496553

31243

21784

17780

9298

4804

2291

1086

301

100%

90.35%

5.68%

3.96%

100%

52.30%

27.02%

12.88%

6.11%

1.69%

10-24 April 2015
Actual

Theo

14-29 September 2015
Actual

Theo

514340

478282

19329

16729

41380

13770

10336

6522

10018

733

100%

92.99%

3.76%

3.25%

100%

33.28%

24.98%

15.76%

24.21%

1.77%

540220

493044

25818

21357

15500

8274

3944

2082

885

316

100%

91.27%

4.78%

3.95%

100%

53.38%

25.44%

13.43%

5.71%

2.04%

Dead Zone 100km
Match

Clear

Cloud

Aerosol

Mismatch

Clear

Cloud

Aerosol

No Sig

Surf

368330

342896

12891

12543

47540

16977

11378

7875

10374

937

100%

93.09%

3.50%

3.41%

100%

35.71%

23.93%

16.56%

21.82%

1.97%

390690

357283

17358

16049

25180

13367

5247

3981

2066

520

100%

91.45%

4.44%

4.11%

100%

53.09%

20.84%

15.81%

8.20%

2.07%

10-24 April 2015
Actual

Theo

14-29 September 2015
Actual

Theo

382520

359847

10101

12572

44020

15379

9725

7793

10112

1011

100%

94.07%

2.64%

3.29%

100%

34.94%

22.09%

17.70%

22.97%

2.30%

404170

373653

14077

16441

22370

11711

4117

3987

2017

538

100%

92.45%

3.48%

4.07%

100%

52.35%

18.40%

17.82%

9.02%

2.41%
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Figure 1 Demonstration of the expansion of the active–passive retrieved cross-section (RXS), which runs through the centre,
for a transect near Africa-Atlantic coast between 15°N and 5°S on 23 April 2015.
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Figure 2 Height-resolved global distributions of aerosol optical depth (AOD) based on construction of RXS expanded
100km on both sides of CALIPSO’s ground-track. Left column is for the April dataset and the right column is for
September . Data are binned on a 2°lat/long grid.
5
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Figure 3 Matching rate of aerosols based on reconstruction of nadir profile with 30km dead zone (top) and 100km dead zone
(bottom). Data are binned in a 2°lat/long grid. Each grid is coloured according to average matching rate of pixels in the grid:
Red = 70-100%, Yellow = 40% - 70%; Blue =0-40%.
5
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5

Figure 4 Matching rates of aerosols as a function of number of samples in 1o grid cells for reconstructions of nadir profiles
with 30km dead zone (top) and 100km dead zone (bottom). Boundaries of each box represent the 25th and 75th percentiles
of the sample data in the grid, red lines indicate medians, and whiskers correspond to approximately +/–2.7σ (99.3 percent
coverage assuming data are distributed normally). Points marked with ‘+’ are extreme outliers.
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5

Figure 5 Seasonal distribution of aerosol optical depth (AOD) between 117°E–132°E, 26°–41°N for March to May, 2015
based on RXS-expand (left) and MODIS (right). Lines mark CALIPSO ground-tracks. Dotted tracks are used as the
boundaries for the analysis of aerosol subtypes in Fig.6. White circles mark AERONET sites. Diamonds mark some major
cities.
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Figure 6 Vertical distributions of each aerosol subtypes in region A, B, and C (see Fig.5). Pink lines show profiles of
average aerosol extinction coefficient (km-1). The fraction is calculated as the occurrence of each subtype divided by the total
occurrence of aerosols in each region.
5
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5

Figure 7 Comparison of collocated measurements of RXS-expand and AERONET (upper left), RXS-nadir and AERONET
(upper right), and MODIS and AERONET (lower left). Error bars in y-direction indicate standard deviations of RXSexpand, RXS-nadir or MODIS measurements within 50km of the site, and in the x-direction AERONET measurements
within ±2 hour of CALIPSO’s passing. Grey circles mark a notable outlier.
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